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Technical Corrigendum 2

1) Correction of the defects reported in defect Report 326
   a) In 8.1.1 – data type SimpleCredentials change last line from:
      protected SIGNATURE {OCTET STRING} } OPTIONAL
      to:
      protected HASH {OCTET STRING} } OPTIONAL
   b) In 8.1.2, add at the end of the second paragraph:
      A possible approach for protected password may be found in an informative annex of ITU-T Rec. X.509 | ISO/IEC 9594-8.

2) Correction of the defects reported in defect Report 329
   a) Delete the following components of the Token data type defined in 8.1.1:
      bindIntAlgorithm, bindIntKeyInfo, bindConfAlgorithm and bindConfKeyInfo
   b) Delete the fifth, sixth and last paragraphs of 8.1.2.
   c) Delete NOTE 1, changing NOTE 2 to just NOTE.